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Abstract

We present a detailed Fermi-surface (FS) investigation of the quasi two-dimensional (2D) organic superconductor- (TC= 4.5 K)

~-(ET)2sF5CH2CF2s03. III line with previous h’Nt3tigttti03M, de Haas-van Alphen mtiSUrementS in pulsed fields up tO 60 T show

a single oscillation frequency, FO = 200 T, which corresponds to a FS size of about 5°A of the fmt Bnllouirt zone. i%tgular
dependent magnetoresistance oscillations (AMROS) are utilized for the exact determination of the in-plane FS, which is found to be
a strongly elongated ellipsoid with an axes ratio of about 1:9. Transport measurements in static fields up to 33 T show an unusual
temperature dependence of the Shubnikov+ie Haas (SdH) signal, i.e., a decrease of the SdH amplitude with decreasing temperature.
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Recently ~-(ET)2SFjCH2CF2SOJ, a new organic F(TJ
o WI lCQO

superconductor with T. = 4.5 K (bulk value, diamagnetic onset 3

5.2 K) based on the donor molecule bis(ethylenedithio)-
tetrathiafulvalene (BEDT-TTF or ET for short) and a purely

&

organic discrete anion, was synthesized [1]. Shortly afier this ~20

discovery we were able to detect first Shubnikov+Je Haas
(SdH) [2] and later de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) oscillations
[3]. Consistently, we found one single fundamental oscillation
fkequency F with the expected twodlmensional (2D) angular
dependence, i.e., F = FdcosO, where @ denotes the angle

between the applied field and the normal to the highly
conducting ET planes. These observations are in line with
extended Huckel tight-binding band-structure calculations [2]
which predict a FS consisting of a small 2D hole pocket and a
pair of wavy lD bands. However, the observed FS area of Ak =
1.910-2 &* (corresponds to FO = (1991) T) is approximately a
factor of three smaller than the predicted 2D band area of 14.8%
of the first Brillouin zone [2]. In addition, the calculations
seem to underestimate the ellipticity of the in-plane FS [2].

This work was performed in order to complement the
previous results, i.e., to determine the complete in-plane FS
topolo~ by angular dependent magnetoresistance
oscillations (AMROS) and to extend the field range to higher
fields close to the quantum limit of the extraordinary small 2D
FS. Indeed, with the available pulsed fields of up to 61 T only
three Landau levels (neglecting spin splitting) are still within
the FS.

We investigated different pieces of two large single
crysta[s (3.2 mg and 2.4 mg) grown at Argonne by
electrocrystallization [1]. The pulsed-field induced
magnetization was measured at Los Alamos by use of a pick-up
coil system (see [4]). SdH measurements up to IE)i 74° were

done at Tallahassee in s[atic fields up to 33 T. The AMRO
experiments were perfomlcd in Karlsruhe with a two-axes
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Fig. 1. (a) Raw pick-up sigma] (proportional to M/t)
detected on the rising side of a 61 T pulse. (b) Fourier
transformation of the signal with the clearly visible
fundamental dHvA frequency, FO = 200 T, and the
second harmonic 2F0. (c) Temperature dependence of
the fundamental dHvA amplitude with Llfshitz-
Kosevich fit and an effective cyclotron mass m. = 1.9
me.

rotator for two different samples. All measurements were made
in different ‘He cryostats,

Figure 1a shows the induced vokage on the rising side of a
61 T pulse vs. reciprocal field. A dHvA signal with frequency
F = (2001) T is clearly seen in the original data and in the
Fourier transformation (Fig. 1b). At higher fields the signal
becomes more noisy due to the decreasing sweep rate B/t close
to the maximum field. In spite of the low dHvA frequency (the
induced dHvA signal is proportional to ~) the high
sensitivity of the setup allowed the detection of the dHvA
signal up to about 2.3 K. From the temperature dependence of
the signal amplitude an effective mass of mC = (1.90.2) m. is
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The Materials Microcharacterization Collaborator (MMC) was created last year as a pilot
project within the US Department of Energy’s DOE2000 program [1]. The DOE2000 program has, as
its main goals, to develop improved capabilities for solving DOES complex scientific problems, to
increase DOES R&D productivity and efficiency, and to enhance the access of R&D partners to DOE
resources. One of the strategies to meet these goals is the establishment of national collaboratories to
provide access via the Ihtemet to unique or expensive DOE research facilities and to expertise for remote
collaboration, experimentation, production, software development, modeling, and measurement. In
addition, collaboratories will benefit researchers by providing tools for video conferencing, shared data-
viewing, and collaborative analysis. Cooperative pilots projects, jointly funded by DOE2000 and a
scientific program area, are expected to lead to significant scientific achievements by developing new
capabilities and increasing the efficiency of doing the work (e.g., by reducing travel, increasing
communication, and promoting the sharing of data among formerly disparate research groups). The
MMC project unites four DOE BES electron microscopy user centers located at ANL, LBNL, ORNL
and the University of Illinois with the DOE EE center located at ORNL. Also included in the MMC
project is the NAMT program of NIST. To ensure that technology benefits are not restricted merely to
electron-beam rnicrocharacterization, the MMC also includes neutron and xray beam lines at ORNL and
BNL. Industrial partners are Gatan Inc., R.J. Lee Group, EMiSPEC Systems Inc., Philips Electronic
Instruments, Hitachi Instruments, Inc., JEOL-USA, SUN MicroSystems, and Graham Technology
Solutions. The MMC will link these organizations, all leaders in their respective fields, into a single on-
line interactive Materials Microcharacterization Collaborator to increase the utilization of their extensive
capabilities while decreasing the time constant associated with multidisciplinary materials research.

Remote computer control of electron microscopes is a cornerstone of the MMC, and several
MMC partners have developed interfaces to make microscopes accessible remotely [2,3,4]. For
example, users may access a 1.5MeV Kratos EM-1500 for remote in-situ microscopy (fig. 1) or a - .
200keV Hitachi HF2000 for high-resolution microscopy (fig.2). The in-situ interface is Motif-based
and includes local automatic compensation for stage drift (caused, for example, by remotely-controlled
specimen heating). The high-resolution interface uses Digital Micrograph and Timbuktu to allow the
remote user to control the microscope. Although we have individual interfaces, we are migrating to a
common web-based approach using Java and CORBA. In addition to making tools available for the

. practice of materials research, MMC’Sprojects will extend, improve and mold the laboratory environ-
ments already in place at each of our Centers into a single cohesive virtual laboratory, accessible from
anywhere on the Internet. We will use the extended capabilities of the Collaborator to address
materials sciences research problems while continuing to develop a functional, interactive electronic
collaborator having all the necessaxy tools for operation by the microanalysis community.

For one-to-many transmissions, we have made extensive use of streaming JPEG video in a
web browser. Figure 3 shows a page with 5 live video feeds, one from each of the main MMC sites.
These video streams perform very well and require no special software on the receiving end. The
thumbnail in the lower left comer of the figure shows the multi-site collaboration mode for use of this
technique by collaborators using two different MMC microscopes. sm~]er images in the center show
the operators of the two different microscopes and larger images show the live feed coming from each
microscope. We have made significant progress in web-based experiment monitoring and experimenter
interaction, and have begun to implement secure web-based experiment control [5].
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Fig. 1. control flow for ~ato~ Fig.2. Scott Gunshore and Lysa Chyzmridia teach high resolution electron micro-
in-situ HVEM at NCEM7LBNL. scopy at Leheigh University using a ZOOkeV Hitachi HF2000 at ORNL.
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Fig.3. Screen shot showing five live video fccils from the MNIC mcmhcr ..l[J, “.m J ~lngle ucb page. Lower left shows a
thumbnail exomplc of the two-site collaboration IIU)lk. with I ivc im:iy~ fr(,m -nc mwr{’~c(’pcs JS ~~cll .1s of the operators.
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